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VALVE CLATTER

“Grounding” in the Corvair

By Dale Smiley

One of the more mysterious problems that seem to arise on a daily basis are electrical and it seems
that many do not understand what the ‘problem’ may be! With the Corvair being the first “Unibody Car”
produced by GM it seemed that the ‘body’ was a good “GROUND!”
That ‘assumes’ that the person working on the car knows ‘what’ GROUND is!
In an DC electrical circuit (circuit = a path from the + side of the battery to an electrical device, thru
that device and back to the - side of the battery) in the Corvair Chevy determined that they could save
a lot of wire by using the “body” (the body is all steel, the ‘body’ and the ‘frame’ are welded together
and is a very good electrical conductor) as the “Common Point” of the electrical system. This ‘common
point’ is referred to as GROUND.
In the Corvair the Battery Negative Post (-) is connected directly to two places. YES, two places! The
Large Ground Wire has to go to the Engine Block (usually under the bolt that holds the Generator/
Alternator rear support) and it also must connect to the Body.
The reason that we have to apply GROUND to both the Engine and the Body is the fact that the Engine
is “electrically isolated” from the Body! If both Ground connections are not made really strange things
can happen.
In the Early Models it was done by using a flat braided ground cable that bolted to both the Body and
the Engine. In the Late Models it uses a Ground Cable with a large conductor (#6 or #4 AWG) that
goes to the Engine and has a smaller cable (#10 or #12 AWG) that goes to the Body.

If the Battery Negative Post is only ‘grounded’ to the Engine many of the other electrical devices won’t
work. This includes Headlights, Tail Lights, Brake Lights, Fans, Wipers, Radios, etc. IF they do try to
operate it is because they have found a GROUND thru something that is not meant to carry current.
Examples include the Clutch Cable and the Emergency Brake Cable.
IF the Battery Negative Post is connected to the Body and NOT the Engine things get more complicated! The Starter Motor on the Corvair usually pulls 60 to 80 Amps on startup, maybe a little more during
cold weather. The current will again try to find a way back to the Battery using anything that will conduct electricity. I have seen many burnt out Clutch Cables because of the lack of proper Grounding to
the Engine.
Once we have the Battery Negative Post connected correctly to both the Engine and Body things
“should” work. Chevy used Packard 56 non-waterproof connectors in the Corvair (they probably didn’t
think anyone would be trying to make them work 50+ years later) and they DO corrode over time.
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From the Boss
Hello Everyone!
I have just watched the afternoon briefing
by the Governor and have learned that he will
NOT release any facts on “WHAT” Indiana will
do about opening back up until Friday May 1st!
Most of the News these days is ‘gloom and doom’
or ‘dualling doctors’ arguing on both sides!
Because we cannot tell what May might be
like I cannot say what the Club will be able to do
in the coming weeks. I would like to say “meetings
as normal” but I can’t do that until I know more
about the ‘opening’ of the State. The “Mini Convention” at the Corvair Museum in Springfield,
IL HAS BEEN CANCLED! I received this notice
late Monday, April 27th. Both Conventions are
being delayed until 2021.
Everyone please stay safe! Wear your masks, keep your distance and
I hope to see you soon!
Regards,
Dale

dale_smiley@yahoo.com

Valve Clatter is the monthly newsletter of the Circle City Corvairs, a Chapter of the Corvair Society of America (CORSA). We
welcome story ideas and articles for publication. Advertisements for cars and car parts, either wanted or for sale, are free. Send
information to newsletter editor Tom Miller.
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2020 Club Service Directory
Corvair Repair Work

All mechanical, chassis, electrical, and interior repairs. Minor body
and paint repair and detailing. Carry-in component rebuilding.
Some NOS and used parts.
Dan Brizendine 317-862-3550
debrizo@comcast.net

Corvair Repair Work

Mike McKeel

765-358-3930

Corvair Repair Work and Parts

Paul Fox

317-605-0724

Ken Clark

812-935-7100

Printing Services

Saturday, May
16th

A-OK PRINTING

Regular meeting at Hubler Chevrolet. 10am Lunch location to

CANCELED

be determined

June 17th—21st

Mini convention to be held in Springfield, Illinois
Full details are

CANCELED

in the newsletter.

CANCELED

June 20th, Saturday

Regular meeting at Hubler Chevrolet, lunch location to be determined at a later date...

Saturday, July
18th

Car show at Pendleton Indiana in the park. We will have the
meeting at the car show and will not be at Hubler Chevrolet

Aug. 20 –22

Dacc Homecoming will be hosted at a new venue. With more
room. The Wyndham Garden Hotel in Ann Arbor

Mon. Sept. 7th

Labor Day picnic at Southeastway Park. Pitch in, so bring your
favorite side dish. Starts at 10 am
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A Blast from the Past
1983

1981

1984
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By Anita Bunten
I do not know about you but life with Ron during this stay at home time
has been interesting. We seem to have a daily routine that I get up early
and he sleeps a little later. I am ready to get going by 8:00 and I am happy if he is moving by 9:00 or 10:00. He likes to sit in the kitchen and drink
coffee and do things on his phone while I am ready for action of cleaning,
ebaying, crafts, etc. I have been staying up a little later but I am the
morning person and he is the night owl.
We have found many ways to keep busy while going very few places. Ron
has really worked to get his remodeled barn in order. We have a Goodwill
stack, there has been trash and recycling for the grandchildren from the
barn. He has the yellow Corvair back and is beginning to make a list of what it might still need. He has
been going over all of the Corvairs and is ready to take them out. We have taken one drive in the convertible and waiting for warmer days to do that again.
He has helped me with several projects in the house. We have gone through a multitude of pictures and
made piles to take to each of our children when we are allowed to visit. Speaking of children we missed
our trip to Chicago to celebrate grandchildren Sid’s 8th and Siasa’ 4th birthdays. We have done zoom,
skype and face time to see family but it really is not the same. We also were not able to party with
Devon on his 18th birthday.

He has helped me clean out every cabinet in the kitchen and he has shampooed every carpet in our house.
He rarely goes out but drives me like Miss Daisy to the Post Office with ebay packages which by the
way has been booming this month, to the pharmacy, grocery store and banking. Otherwise he pretty
much stays home.
I do go one or two days week to the food pantry with my mask and gloves. I have no client contact and
when I get home I shower and wash all of the clothes I wore to the center. We were able to find more
gloves at Kroger last week and we have a supply of masks as well as the Corvair ones we bought.
Which by the way are a little tight so I am going to try to extend the elastic.
Ron has also done a lot of mushroom hunting in our woods and found one very small mushroom. I let him
eat it since he did all the work. He did take a walk on the road with me one day and as the weather
gets nicer we may do this more.
We did not need to stock up on food because we seem to always have plenty. We have not ordered take
out but cooked all of our meals and yes we have even eaten our leftovers. We have tried a few new recipes to prepare food. He does all the grilling, smoking and Ninja foodie cooking.
Going to church online is different but we are thankful we are able to do this. Easter Sunday was certainly different. Life has certainly been different these past weeks but we are grateful for what we
have and look forward to when we will be able to see all of our Corvair friends. We have many things to
be thankful for and will continue to follow the guidelines until we can once again see everyone.
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By Mike Dawson

Corvair Starter Diagnosis
Changing a starter does not take a lot of work but with rebuilt
units priced at $85.00 and up, correct diagnosis of starting
problems can ensure that when you complete your work, a turn
of the key brings a smile! Numbers to remember: Minimum
battery voltage to run a starter is 9.6, anything less is an undercharged or bad battery or bad cables and clamps. Minimum
voltage to pull in a solenoid is 7.7. Again, these numbers are a
minimum industry standard, at the end of this article I will list
what I actually find in 50 year old Corvairs.If you want to
check the starter with a voltmeter in a no crank situation, hook
your positive voltmeter lead (negative lead to ground) to the
stud on the solenoid where the large positive cable is bolted on
and turn the key to start. If you have over 9.6 volts and no
cranking, then the problem is in the starter or solenoid. If the
solenoid clicks but the starter does not pull in, move the positive voltmeter lead to the output tab on the solenoid and again
turn the key. If you find 9.6 volts or above at the output tab,
then the problem is in the starter itself. If you had over 9.6 at
the cable input (stud) and less at the solenoid output, then the
problem is the solenoid. The following is a quick check provided by turning the key to start and watching your dash board
warning lights

damage to the ring gear;
replace the starter drive
assembly and check the
other starter parts. A manual transmission vehicle can
have broken welds on the
ring gear or an out of round
flywheel (knocking at idle)
which will cause the starter
drive gear to miss the ring
gear (imitating a bad starter
drive). A Powerglide
equipped vehicle can have worn out teeth on the ring gear; this
is usually caused by an owner continuing to operate the vehicle
with a bad starter drive.

.• No starter sound of any kind and the red warning lights go
out: dead battery, loose cable, dirty battery cable end, or bad
connection in the primary wiring. Use a voltmeter (negative
lead to ground) to start at the battery terminals and work towards the starter with the positive probe; each time the key is
turned you should find 12+ volts. When the voltage drops below 9.6 you have found the problem. This is the most commonly misdiagnosed area.

A common old age problem is too much voltage drop between
the battery and the starter solenoid. Each connector and switch
in the wiring harness starting circuit can cause a 0.2 volt drop;
if you have a Powerglide vehicle there are eight connections
(including the battery cable and solenoid “S” stud). Theoretically, you would start with 12.5 at the battery and end up with
10.9 at the solenoid. As soon as the starter motor is engaged,
the starting voltage is reduced to 10.9, which would now leave
9.3 at the solenoid. I checked three of my cars while cranking
and found an average of 8.8 at the solenoid. As I mentioned
above, the solenoid is designed to work with as little as 7.7 so
there is a built in safeguard for aging switches and connectors
up to when a no-start occurs.



No starter sound of any kind and the red warning lights
dim or flicker when you turn the key to start (but you can
still see them): you have power to the solenoid (voltage
drop when you turn the key dims the lights) but the solenoid is not able to pull in the starter drive. You could have
an internal solenoid problem or the voltage supplied to the
solenoid is too low for the pull-in windings to work. More
on that later. A badly worn lever between the solenoid piston and the starter drive collar can hang up and also cause
this problem, but that is rare.

Don’t overlook a problem in the grounding circuit such as a
loose or dirty negative battery cable end, loose cable at the engine mount, or that someone mounted the ground cable to the
body instead of the engine which would cause the starter to
ground through the clutch cable, shifter cable or some other
high resistance connection. If the starter pulls in but spins free
without cranking, then you probably have a failing starter drive
clutch. The clutch has springs with rollers to let the ring gear
override the starter when the engine starts which prevents damage. Correct this problem early to avoid
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If the starter pulls in but chatters and jumps out, you may have
an open in the solenoid hold-in windings. The pull-in windings
work, but the solenoid cannot hold the drive gear in to the ring
gear. This is similar to a bad starter drive clutch but the drive
will actually crank a very short time before jumping out and
chattering.

The following are numbers I recorded during actual testing of
starters in service:
Battery voltage during cranking (battery terminals): 10.8 11.0Voltage at the solenoid connector during cranking: 8.7 8.9Cranking amperage: 125 Rebuilt – 150 Older Unit
Starter check on the floor with jumper cables (no load): 11.0
Volts, 56 Amps (Shop Manual states 10.6 Volts, 58 – 80
Amps)
Once again: anytime your voltage at the battery terminals is 9.6
or lower during cranking, you have an undercharged or defective battery. Take corrective action because any further testing
is useless

Notes, News and Other Stuff
We were days away from our Garage Time "tech session" at Dave & Gloria Beck's
in Brownsburg when everything was canceled due to C-19. That would have been
after our March 21 meeting and we have not met since. I know the very active
Detroit club is in a similar situation.
We DO anticipate having these events again but that will depend on our state
guidelines and every persons comfort level. This could be an awkward start up
but as long as we are all tolerant of each others personal take on safety I'm sure
it will get to a new normal of some kind.
Who would have thought when we were working on Jim Speas Rampside earlier in
March and everyone but Dan wore mask to pose for the picture that I would
cherish these "used" mask later!
Jan Bradley and I have no shortage of future tech session ideas and look forward
to starting up Please feel free to submit you own request and ideas. We have
two early model cars to work with at this time.
I am looking forward to the Mini convention in Illinois in June and The Detroit
Homecoming in August which as of 4-27-20 are still a go. Dave Beck

World of Wheels Car Show
It's not too early to consider entering your car in the 2021 World of Wheels
car show along with 3 other of your corvair club members. This event is always
the second weekend in February and 3 days long , Friday through Sunday Your
car must remain there the entire time and removed Sunday evening. It is desirable for you to be there during this time but not necessary Our club pays for
entries which includes your tickets and sets up the display. Several of us have
done this event more than once and it is a great time and lots of cars and people
with our club and entries bringing home awards almost every time as we are very
well received by the crowds of people. We are also open to ideas for a "theme"
display to complement our cars. Please feel free to pass your ideas or questions
to me or bring it up during a meeting. Thanks Dave Beck 317-4095682 becki400n@aol.com.
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SET THE DATE: JUNE 17-21, 2020... The

Corvair Preservation
Foundation is pleased to present a mini-convention called:
"Corvair - The
za in Springentertain Corfuture of our
lot of fun.

Next Generation", that will be held at the Crowne Plafield, Illinois. This event is designed to attract and
vair lovers of all ages as we look to preserve the
hobby and its air-cooled legacy while having a

There will be
Concours on Thurs"special" Corvair, maybe
sion, funkana, road tour,
speaker, and a new added car
Saturday for the working crowd. All
are welcome.

plenty of activities including a
day (with the appearance of a
two), swap meet, tech sesbanquet with guest
display event on
things Corvair

Another new feature will be a Corvair-themed
Show at the hotel for folks who want to bring
original paintings, sketches, renderings, photographs,
dimensional artwork pieces made from Corvair parts for
enjoy. Please bring your own easel or stand for display.

Art
their
or threeothers to

The Crowne Plaza is now accepting room reservations at a rate of $105 per night
(no meals included). This hotel is pet friendly so bring your fur family members
with you. You can click on the link provided below to make a reservation on line.
Alternately, you can call 1-888-303-1755 and mention you are part of the group:
"CORVAIR SOCIETY (CODE CV9)". The last day you can make a reservation is
May 22, 2020, to obtain the special group rate.
On-line registration for the event will be available in January, and we will keep
everyone updated. It will appear on corvair.org.
We hope you will be able to attend this very special event. If you have any questions, you can contact me at corvairlady@gmail.com.

https://www.crowneplaza.com/redirect…

Tentatively rescheduled
for May of 2021
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1965 Monza convertible. Car has a 110 hp engine
with automatic transmission. Originally red with
black interior. Body is straight with very little
rust, but has no interior. Nice car to restore.

61 Lakewood 700 deluxe original engine and pg
trans World of wheels award winner Ready to
show and drive anywhere. $14,500. Dave Beck
317-409-5682. Beck400n@aol.com

1965 Monza convertible. Car has a 62 or 63 engine with automatic transmission. Originally evening orchid with white interior and top. Needs to
be restored. Pictures are available. Call me for
details
Lawrence Benkert, 812-774-2930

FOR SALE

1965 Corvair Monza 4-door Sport Sedan. 58000
miles on odometer. Body recently stripped to
bare metal, primered, and repainted with PPG
original Crocus Yellow. Original black interior in
good condition. Engine is a 110hp with Powerglide
automatic and FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING
that needs to be recharged. Runs, drives, and
stops as it should. Needs headliner and some
other interior work to be excellent. I have much
more invested than my asking price.
$8500 or best offer.
Ron Bunten 317-590-2056
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FOR SALE
64 Monza coupe. Gas heater turbo engine block

with twin carbs 4 speed. Engine free but does
not run. title included. $550. Dave Beck
317-409-5682. Beck400n@aol.com

P.O. Box 17325

Indianapolis, IN 46217-0325

A new Corvair book has just been released.
It is called "Corvair Style"
written and compiled by Richard Lentinello, managing editor for Hemmings. Send $35 plus
$3 s/h to Lientinello Publishing
PO Box 407
Monson, MA. 01057
Included in the book on pages 128
and 129 is an interview and pictures of Ron and Anita’s 1965
“evening orchid convertible”
The book can also be ordered on line
at:
Www.lentinello.com

Our good friend
Dave Tank
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